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Dissertations of the Baltic Sea Region, Uppsala, December 1 – 3 2021 

 

Bo Lindberg: Aspects of the dissertation system in Sweden 

He has a book in printing about Swedish Dissertation history, which will only be available in 
Swedish. 

When it comes to dissertations, Sweden was heavily influenced by Germany. Compared to 
other countries, the number of dissertations from Sweden is small, but they found their ways 
into bibliographies very soon after their inception, so they were documented in a more complete 
manner than elsewhere. It could be that the reason for that was that dissertation were perceived 
to be of higher value than in other countries. One of those early bibliographers, Johannes 
Henricus Lidén, wanted to include some dissertations from abroad, but unfortunately, his plans 
did not make it into fruition. 

The early dissertations were rather short and focused on nature-related topics; it was only in the 
16th century that they treated a wider variety of topics. From the 17th century onwards, 
dissertations got more formalized, once again thinner, but remained varied in topics. Of course, 
there still were outliers of 100 pages or more, among them. 

The indications “pro gradu” and “pro exercitio” etc. on the front pages of the dissertations only 
referred to the disputes as the printed dissertations were less important or at least seen as 
subordinate compared to the dispute. 

Handwritten theses as they are known from Tartu have either vanished in Sweden or are 
completely unknown there. Paratexts were also present in Swedish dissertations. 

Some “pro exerc.” dissertations lacked in quality and were extending a meagre topic over too 
many pages while others likely got limited due to printing cost that was the scholar’s burden to 
pay for it. Because of that, there were proposals to abolish dissertations, but these did not lead 
anywhere. Dissertations in Swedish got allowed on topics regarding Sweden. Among those one 
on birch bark boats of the Native Americans, Åbo 1753, stands out; it likely got printed in 
Swedish as Sweden looked to go back to the roots to redefine their national identity after their 
failed war efforts. However, Latin remained the most important language of dissertations, 
because of its high status. 

There were also students who did not participate in disputes as they were not aiming for 
academic grades [and the attached career]. Some had very specific preferences [so they only 
attended lectures of one teacher], others found work as private teachers for nobility and others 
again travelled to other countries [either to pursue an academic career or to find work there]. In 
Sweden, the connection between disputing and a career was always loose. 

Methodical progression was implemented as Linné’s studies got more and more popular. In 
addition to that, dissertations had to be on “something new”. A modern word to characterize 
Swedish dissertations would be “essay”, which is not chosen to diminish their value. In 1765, 
it was brought up that students were lacking the qualifications to keep coming up with 
“something new”, so professors began increasingly to write theses themselves to be disputed 
by their students and serial dissertations stretching out a topic over multiple different disputes 
became increasingly popular. For example, the first twelve books of the Iliad were translated 
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into Swedish and split into a series of 90 disputations [most voluminous example of a serial 
diss.]. 

As time moved on, the term “dissertation” was gradually phased out and replaced by the 
German “Abhandlung”. 

It appears that dissertations were most likely used like offprints and textbooks these days, what 
can explain their high volume of printing at the student’s expense. Merchants who are often 
addressed in dedications were likely in it for the prestige to be mentioned, so they donated 
towards the printing expenses for the privilege of being mentioned. 

 

Joachim Östlund: Dissertations as a semi-public arena for debates about Swedish foreign 
policy in the early 18th century 

There is very little mention about foreign lands outside of dissertations in Sweden, so 
dissertations were the focus of attention on the research in foreign policy. Sweden tried to 
expand, which means that Sweden was surrounded by enemies. The main question then was 
how Swedish magistrates navigated the topic of foreign policy. 

The three texts analysed for this speech were written before the peace treaty with Algiers that 
took effect in 1729. 

There was a competition, but in parts also a collaboration going on between Sweden and 
Denmark at time. At the same time, pirates and corsairs roamed the Mediterranean where 
Swedish merchant vessels mainly transporting salt were a frequent target. Lots of sailors were 
lost to pirates. That describes the general situation and puts the following three dissertations 
into context. 

The oldest of the three is from 1699, where Joh. Hindlingh put together a commentary on works 
regarding North Africa where the good, the bad and the in-between was all mixed up. So, in 
short, Hindlingh called the pirate nation civilised but also dangerous to Europeans, as sailors 
captured by corsairs were being sold as slaves. 

In 1700, Olaus Retzelius wrote about the circumstances under which peace could be negotiated 
with “barbarians” which also states that term “barbarian” was originally meant to mock 
foreigners. Retzelius’ approach is as such that he goes by the word of the Bible and states that 
trade rather than violence would be the way. 

Magnus Thelaus lastly disputed in 1716 about the feasibility of peace treaties with pirates. 
Thelaus describes in the dissertation how pirates prepared for raids and at the same time named 
Algiers the most ferocious pirate nation. He then goes over the points of what makes a sovereign 
state and compares it to the features of the pirate nations. Like other countries, they maintained 
embassies as centre of diplomacy which meant that they were to rule and act as proper nations. 
They also showed any other sign of other nations [as identified in the thesis], so Theslaus 
concluded that they could be treated as such. Piracy was evil, but nevertheless, diplomacy 
should be possible for trade’s sake. In his words, pirates can learn what is right, as they are not 
free from institutions of law. 
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Annika Ström: De rhetorica vetere et nova. Two dissertations on the history of rhetoric, 1743 
and 1746 

A book containing an edition and translation of the two dissertations which are the subject of 
today’s speech was published by her in 2018. 

Linboom’s title “rhetorica nova” of the second of the dissertations struck her interest, as she 
was asking herself, what “nova” in that context meant: “New” as in “emerging from the Early 
Modern time” or something completely new (=historiographical new). The work was split into 
two parts according to the topics and was planned as a trilogy with the last part supposedly 
focusing on the differences between the “old” and “new” rhetoric; that part did not get written, 
however. In the existing parts, he grouped the proponents of rhetoric into three. The first group 
were the ones who wanted to reform the old rhetoric (i.e., Talaeus […]), the second group were 
those who wanted to maintain the old ways without reform (i.e., Bartholomäus Keckermann, 
Gerhard Johann Vossius) and the third with proponents of the new rhetoric (Johannes Buchler, 
Christian Weise, Johann Hübner) as well as eclectic authors like Johann Christoph Wentzel. 

Linboom tried to provide footnotes wherever possible, but sometimes is unable to due to lack 
of mention [in his sources?]. The text is a compilation of other publications on the topic and 
very much drawn-up from other sources. 

 

Per Pippin Aspaas: Celebrating the end of the Polar Night, or: The arrival of a new sun king 
(a programma from Sorø Equestrian Academy, recited on the King’s birthday, 29 January 
1766)  

The topic is on a pre-printed programma on the occasion of the Danish king’s birthday. It was 
printed at the Academia Sorana which had been founded in the 16th century and revitalised in 
1747. This school was specifically for noblemen and had the purpose of forming excellent civil 
servants for the realm. 

The author of the programma, Gerhard Schøning, was professor for history and eloquence at 
the Sorana from 1765–73 (75) and came from a poor family from Lofoten. He managed to get 
a stipend, however, and was doing sociological studies in Norway. The programma itself starts 
with an excerpt from Prokopius’ “History of the Goths” on the summer- and winter solstice. 
The text then goes on to interpret the excerpt and compares the midsommar festivities to the 
Christmas celebration. With the title “the return of the never-setting sun” Schøning hoped for 
the young king Christian VII. to be a long-term ruler who was supposed to bring lasting 
stability. Unfortunately, Christian grew mad at a still pretty young age and was soon no longer 
fit to reign. 

There were no disputes held at the Sorana, but programmata were very important. That 
particular programma contains avid criticism of contemporary sources on the matter. 

 

Bernd Roling: Facing Vishnu: Academical Disputations and the Rise of Indology in Sweden 

One of the more impactful scientific publications in Sweden on India was Hjalmar Edgren’s 
translation of the Shakuntala. An earlier, though non-scientific, view on India was provided by 
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lady Eleonora C. F. F. L. Hallenborg with her novel “Buddhas Tand” (1855) which paints a 
very colourful picture of the country under British rule. 

The Dutch East India trading company, VOC, opened the door for first publications on 
Brahmans. Athanasius Kircher was one of the first proponents to write on Asia. In 1697, Elias 
Obrecht wrote a dissertation on old Brahman philosophers. Olaus Celsius, in 1711, wrote on 
the history of India. Nils Kiöping as well as Linneus also wrote on the population of India. 

Christopher Henrik Braad was traveling to India on funds of the Russian Tsar and wrote a very 
detailed travel report which in turn relied a lot on Capuchin and Jesuit travel reports. 

Paulinus of St. Bartholomew published a Sanskrit transcript to Latin and the Systema 
Brahmanicum in 1791 where he compared Indian Gods to western deities (Christian, Greek, 
Norse, etc.) and portrayed rites and the caste system as well as coinage. 

Matthias Norberg (Magnus Fischerström auctor et respondens) in the wake held a dispute on 
the Indian trinity in 1797 in Lund. The main topic of the dissertation were the parallels to 
Christianity. A year later, he published a more thorough work on India which included a 
comparison between the Indian and the Christian idea of paradise as well as parallels to the 
Greek depiction of the underworld and the Christian depiction of hell. Norberg seems to have 
been the driving force for those publications, though he seems to have taken a back seat when 
it came to writing them. The title was “De aqua Indianis sacra”, Lund 1798, and was also 
defended by Magnus Fischerström. 

William Jones in his publication “Asiatick Researches”, London 1792, also tried to draw up 
parallels between India and the west and painted Buddha as the equivalent of Odin. Buddhist 
religion in its entire complexity only made it later to the west. Though there were several people 
distancing themselves from the comparison between Buddha and Odin, as Buddha’s life of 
abstinence and peace did not go well together with Odin’s life as a warlord, there were, 
especially in Sweden, still many who embraced the idea that they were the same deity based on 
pride in Norse religion. 

Fr. Viljelm Palmblad (1788–1858) was originally translating the Greek classics to Swedish. He 
also got fascinated by reports from India and Tibet which he also translated to Swedish. He was 
disputing on Odin and Buddha in 1822 without reaching a conclusion on whether they were the 
same deity or not, on the Babylonians as well as 1820 about the origins of the old Chaldeans. 

Ritter and Palmblad also co-published a work on the connections between Norse religion and 
Indian religion in 1820 which was very well received in Sweden and saw its core theories 
repeated in different publications. 

Joh. Haquin Wallmann also was agreeing with Ritter and Palmblad and further drew parallels 
between Odin and Buddha in his 1824 thesis “Om Odin och Buddha”. 

It was around 1830 that a new, at least semi-scientific series of publications on Indian and 
Tibetan religion was released, which revealed that previous claims on the matter of parallels 
with Norse religion had been baseless. 

Carl Fredrik Bergstedt (1817–1903) who published the first transcript of Sanskrit religion for 
decades ended his research around 1850 and dedicated the rest of his life to politics. 
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Hermann Kellgren published with “De ovo mundano]”, 1849, one of those dissertations that 
did away with the baggage of national pride regarding Norse religion layered on top of Indian 
religion. 

 

Johanna Akujärvi: Greek paratexts in the corpus of Swedish dissertations: their importance 
for the understanding of the study and uses of Greek in Sweden 

Special occasions were commemorated with the use of Greek language. In studies, paratexts 
are being used to congratulate the students. Most texts were short, but there were a lot of them 
attached to dissertations; 915, to be exact, in dissertations from Uppsala (804) and Lund (111), 
in humanist Greek between 1610 and 1874. 

Writing in Greek was being practised early on and there were at least some parallels to the 
curriculum of Universities in Swedish territories. The early Greek paratexts were mostly written 
in rhymes (mainly hexameters). Longer Greek paratexts were only written at the end of 
dissertations that were written in Greek. Most paratexts would be between 5 and 20 lines long. 

Dedicatory texts would also sometimes be written in Greek, for example the Hebrew 
dissertation of Johannes H. Floriander that comes with a dedication of the respondent in Greek. 

In earlier dissertations, there were also texts written by others than the participants of the 
dispute. Most authors only wrote one text and were fellow students of the defendant. People 
who wrote more than ten texts usually became Greek language professors later on. 

 

Mads Langballe Jenssen: Colonial knowledge at the University of Copenhagen: Jens 
Høyer’s 1750s Dissertations on Greenland 

Jens Høyer’s (1724–1806) two dissertations on Greenland are the topic of this speech, printed 
in the 1750ies, one was about the law and the other about the religion of the Greenlanders. 
Høyer worked to become a missionary and it was in the missionary college where he wrote the 
two dissertations in question. Later, he went to an academic college, because he felt more at 
home there; however, he still wanted to provide some aid to missionaries with his work. The 
first of the two dissertations printed in 1754 and reprinted in 1756 was more popular than the 
second (printed 1756). By writing them, Høyer wanted to defend the Greenlanders from being 
accused of being atheist. August Fr. Wilh. Sack was going strongly against native tribes in his 
studies, to which Høyer strongly disagreed and stated that “reason” was not purely a part of 
Christianity. Høyer also denied that there were atheist nations, rather just atheist individuals 
and that the Greenlanders religion resembles more the pantheon of the antiquity rather than 
Christian belief. He goes on to argue that one should stay longer in the country and gain enough 
trust from the locals for them to confide and talk about the touchy subject of religion. According 
to Høyer, no state (Germ. “Staat”) but love dedicates natural law, firstly towards God, secondly 
towards fellow countrymen. He sees love as a sign of their devotion to God. In the continuation 
of his argument, Høyer lists the ten commandments and argues for each of them how the 
Greenlanders follow them faithfully. 

Hans Peder Anchersen, who was censoring Høyers theses and also gave his “okay” for printing, 
was also publishing a work in 1756 in moral philosophy which was influenced by Høyers work. 
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Tine Reeh: “… ut bellum geras cum totius orbis literatis”. On the context and consequences 
of disputations in Copenhagen on incestuous relations 

The speech mostly focuses on the different views of Ludvig Holberg and Andreas Hojer, the 
latter of which was sent to Halle and Helmstedt where he published a work on marriages within 
families. According to Hojer, biblical passages regarding law could be treated as non-binding 
or irrelevant for modern times. Christian Thomasius influenced Hojers studies as his teacher of 
law. In 1685, Hojer wrote on the crime of bigamy, more in the sense of asking for more 
tolerance rather than actively legitimizing it. 

The basis for the debate was the way business affairs were handled in Denmark at the time. 
Generally, businesses were taken over by men who married the widows of the former owners. 
Therefore, it could happen quite easily that they got attracted to a stepdaughter or a nice who 
was closer to their own age. However, marriage between them would remain illegal even after 
the widow died. Hojer advocated for a more humane punishment than death as it was written 
in the bible, so anything from a fine to confinement. Holberg was Hojers rival and wrote a 
counter-thesis claiming that the bible’s word should stand above all. As a reaction to that thesis, 
Hojer wrote to the faculty, the bishop of Copenhagen as well as the Danish king and asked all 
of them to have his thesis evaluated. It appears his faculty was not pleased by Hojers thesis but 
did not issue a public statement. The king, however, sent out letters to lawyers and theologists 
to evaluate the thesis which resulted in a success for Hojer who only had to re-write certain 
passages. Hojer also rose in ranks and was appointed judge at the supreme court while Holberg 
was resenting Hojers position more and more. 

Now, there are two incest cases in which Hojers influence can be seen. The first case was 
between Peder Johanson who was married and Anne Johansdatter who was unmarried, in 
1726.The lower court sentenced them to death while the Konsistorium, except for Holberg, 
voted to send the two to opposing regions (north and south) of the country to which the king 
obliged. 

The second case took place in 1754 between Dordi Zachaniaedatter and her stepfather Anders 
Mortensen Fuurføde. Once again, the lower court sentenced them to death, while professors of 
the university once again repeated Hojers arguments for a more humane treatment. In the end, 
they were separated; Anders got imprisoned while Dordi was sent to a fishing hamlet in the 
north. 

 

Tommi Alho: Disputing Medicine: Medical Dissertations at the Academy of Turku (1640–
1828) 

Most researchers avoid including dissertations, because of their lack of knowledge in Latin. 

In total, there are 140 medical dissertations at Turku from 1673–1826. Prior to 1673, education 
in medicine took either place in the Netherlands (Leiden) or in Uppsala. The Academy of Turku 
was closed in 1828. There has been a database of Finnish dissertations created which is open 
access and allows for text searches. Transkribus (auto-transcription software also useful when 
it comes to the transcription of uniform handwriting) helps with the transcription of neo-Latin 
prints. Dissertations will be analysed regarding all possible parameters to give information on 
the development of the written dissertations over time and make them searchable. 
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Peter Sjökvist: Literary spoils of war in Uppsala in practice 

The Catholic emperor Sigismund of Poland was wanting to get the Swedish throne back, so 
Sweden engaged in war and also specifically instructed the military to rob libraries in order to 
slow the education in catholic teaching or bring it to a complete halt (rob the enemy of the 
ammunition of knowledge). However, the books flowing to Uppsala as a consequence of that 
order were not all seen as valuable trophies as protestant Sweden did not have much use for 
Catholic education books. Protestant authors, church fathers and classics were acknowledged 
as “valuable”. The same could also be said of Catholic authors who were critical of their belief. 
Another “well”-received work were Robert Bellarmines theses as to why Catholicism was the 
true religion, as it provided valuable insight to the way Catholics argued. As a consequence, the 
dissertations held in Uppsala came up with more appropriate counterarguments specifically 
aimed at Bellarmine. That shift happened before Sweden entered the 30-Years war. 

 

Axel Hörstedt: Dissertations from the Swedish gymnasium as a source for history of 
education 

Dissertations are providing a good overview of the Swedish education system as the dispute in 
Sweden was also practised from early on; it was essential to education. The church governed 
education which was in turn subordinate to the state. So, mostly theological subjects were being 
taught. All dissertations submitted at the gymnasium were purely for exercise purposes, even if 
they were supposedly “pro loco” (on the front page printed “pro loco”). Students failing to 
attend the disputes would face fines or even worse punishments. Not all students had the 
opportunity to be chosen for an active role in the dispute, so those who were chosen were proud 
and liked to mention it in their memoires. 

 

Hendrik Mäkeler: Numismatic dissertations at Uppsala 

Uppsala was in possession of a collection of coins which had been mentioned in Zedler’s 
lexicon, and 1860 also by the Encyclopedia Britannica. It is thought that the collection was 
initiated when Uppsala received the Augsburg art cabinet, however, it is suspected that the 
interest in coins was there already prior to that. In 1752, the Ehrenpreisianum which had been 
gifted at the time, was added to the collection, and increased its size. The collection also led to 
several Dissertations in numismatics. 

In 1670, the first numismatic publications were printed. Really prolific was the production of 
numismatic dissertations in the 1750ies and from 1800 to around 1830. Those years match up 
with years of professors interested in numismatics teaching in Uppsala and encouraging their 
students to write about the topic. All dissertations are digitized and collected online on the 
website of the Gustavianum (Uppsala coin cabinet). In 1679, there was a dissertation in 
economics released, which back then, was published as a political dissertation, and which went 
to answer the question what money is. The next one from 1692 was on the Old testamentary 
Shekel and partly written in Hebrew. In later years, there were more and more dissertations on 
a greater variety of numismatical topics. Many use the coins as examples that are in the 
collection to this day. 
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Minna Vesa: Academic ideal and realities of life: Theory and practice of marriage and family 
at the Academy of Turku and the surrounding community, 1640–1828 

The speech focuses on the interaction between the academy and the social community 
surrounding it. How did that interaction affect the transmission of knowledge? 

Ongoing research is looking into family issues at the academy and the everyday life of the 
professors. Looked-at were dissertations as well as, to a lower extent, orations. Interesting is 
the perception, the base of perception as well as the change of perception over time based on 
these texts and if there were differences between Turku and other universities in the region. To 
have a closer look at the family life of professors, letters, diaries, memoires as well as 
administrative documents are being considered. Another focus is placed on the professor’s 
wives and their background. 

So far, 1500 dissertations in Finland have been digitized and uploaded to doria.fi where they 
can be searched for keywords. Dissertations on economics are all under “economics” even 
though the ones published prior to 1800 don’t use “Dissertatio economica” in the title. Of those 
1500, there are about 70 relevant ones for this research. For searchability Transkribus and 
Noscemus were used. There are still some issues, as letters (i.e., c and e) can get mixed up with 
automatic transcription. The rectification process can be time consuming and troublesome. 
Also, another weakness of those programs is that margins aren’t being detected properly which 
can lead to improper citations. 

There are also statistics of citations. Most cited was the bible, though only a few select passages 
(those passages were cited over and over, though). In second were citations of Luther’s texts, 
as well as from other theologians, ancient authors, and early church fathers and lastly, in third 
position were quotes of contemporary scholars, sometimes even including printing errors from 
their publications without any corrections. 

In 2023, there will be a workshop on Early Modern Universities as family networks. For more 
information, contact Minna. 

 

Benjamin Wallura: Contagious Debates. Plague and Academic Dissertations at the 
University of Helmstedt, 1681-1683 

Dissertations were overlooked, so far, when looking into research on plague despite of them 
being present in large numbers, unsurprisingly most of them medical. 

There was a clash between old and new views when it came to question as to how to handle the 
recent plague outbreak threatening Helmstedt. Kenelm Digby (1603‒1665) and Robert Boyle 
(1627‒1691) were studying particles moving through the air acting as transporters (like 
aerosols). Not all doctors shared that view. 

Günther Christoph Schelhammer (1649–1716) wrote the medical dissertation “De peste” in 
1682. There he sticks to the miasma-theory despite of knowing of aerosols. He was, however, 
stating that there were more factors, though breath would also be considered as one way for the 
disease to spread, he was convinced that only people with “corrupted blood” would succumb 
to the disease. 
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The law professor Georg Engelbrecht the elder (1638–1705) wrote the dissertation “De peste 
et juribus circa tempus pestis Von dem was recht ist zu Pest-Zeiten” in 1683. In his arguments, 
he favoured Aristoteles, looking at the problem of maintaining certain jobs in times of the 
plague like teachers who should be paid even if they could not follow their profession. That 
was, as he stated, to avoid a moral decline in plague ridden places. 

Lastly, Justus Cellarius and Caspar Heinrich Sellen in 1682, wrote a dissertation on ancient 
burial rites (physical theology), as burial in times of plague was (and still is) an important topic. 
They concluded that wherever possible, soil burials should be performed, as they considered 
them as cleansing. Cremation on the other hand was suspected of spreading the disease further. 
At the same time, they also recommended a reduction of the extensive feasting that would 
usually be part of the traditional mourning ritual. 

 

Johan Sjöberg: Source material concerning scholars of Uppsala 1600–1850. Where to find 
records of as many scholars as possible? 

One thing to look at were the Chancellor’s records, as the universities had their own jurisdiction 
and competed against corporations on university terms. The chancellor was the head governor 
of the university and his records listed all courses any student was taking, which made them a 
valuable source. There are also letters from students sorted and catalogued for convenience. 

Another highly important source for research are entries from student nations and student 
societies on information regarding students. Student nations matriculation books for example 
come with short biographies of every student enrolled with them, as the entries were even 
updated after the student had left the university (or was not present for a time to earn money). 
After matriculation, students often went straight to work as private teachers to be able to afford 
their education. If that was not possible, they would have had to borrow money. 

The results of the research have been published on the university website, as all sources 
mentioned above are either being digitized or are digitally available already and can/will be 
found on “Alvin”, the website of the digitization project. 

The 19th century records on students are some of the best in Uppsala as they come with full 
short biographies with the inclusion of some gossip. 

 

Anna Fredriksson et al.: Future of the dissertation project in Uppsala 

Ten years ago, the university decided to start to digitize and bought a digitizer (robot). The 
problem was the metadata, what to digitize, then the university needed the rights, so it could 
not be anything too recent and personnel was needed to make the digital copies accessible 
online. Dissertations were fitting these conditions very well and on top of that, they were also 
quite big in number. They were originally not necessarily chosen because they appeared to be 
interesting, but rather because they presented a good opportunity to commence the digitization 
process. Some help to that was also that they were referred to in the library catalogues. The 
digitized dissertations were then uploaded to DiVA (diva-portal.org; search for dissertation). 
The oldest one (1602 Rhalambius) was digitized and uploaded as an experiment to see if 
everything was working as it was supposed to. As it proved to be successful, more dissertations 
got uploaded over time and the process was sped up due to the implementation of a workflow. 
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If all goes according to plan, in early 2022, all roughly 13’000 dissertations will be available 
on DiVA. As of December 2, there were 12’750 dissertations on DiVA. 

There have been on average 140 downloads per day since 2015 with the most often downloaded 
dissertation being a translation of an edition in Sanskrit. 

The future of the digitization project could be a project on all dissertations in Scandinavia. 

 

Meelis Friedenthal [attached to the above, but with his own topic within the segment]: 
Speech on means to make dissertations machine readable 

Transkribus is one mean, though as it became subscription-based, “Scriptorum” and “OCR-D” 
are more popular free alternatives. Transkribus, however, has the advantage that it can 
recognize Greek print, soon possibly even Early Modern Greek. Machine readable texts help 
with the searchability of texts and therefore allow for a better, although rough, understanding 
of the topic without having to read through the whole text. Of course, one still should read the 
text thoroughly to make sure everything is understood. R-Studio is a statistics software that 
analyses which words (topical words) are most frequently used within a dissertation and in 
which context, so one could use the most frequent words as keywords. In other words, programs 
can help to facilitate the pre-selection of texts one would like to analyse more closely for in-
depth research. 

To compare writing styles of different authors and/or between universities, R-Stylo offers help. 
That is at least if changes are significant enough to be picked up by that software. 


